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Details of Visit:

Author: the teacher
Location 2: Knightsbridge
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 15 Feb 2010 4.00pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Roxxy
Website: http://www.roxxy.co.uk/
Phone: 07950911436

The Premises:

The flat is situated on the third floor above a row of shops in this fashionable and expensive area,
only about two minutes walk from the tube. The building itself is quite old (perhaps 1920?s ? I?m no
expert) and the interior hall, staircase and landings are a bit tatty and beginning to show their age.
However, there is a nice period charm about the place, (including the old cage lift, which I
recommend the use of to reach Roxxy?s flat as you?ll need all your energy once you get there),
and the flat itself is clean, spacious and comfortable, with a pleasantly bohemian, lived in feel to it. I
believe Roxxy shares with a friend (a real friend, not simply a professional colleague), which is nice.
There is a decent bathroom with hot water and plenty of fresh, clean towels. All together, it?s a nice
and relaxing place for a meet.

The Lady:

You know, I wish I had a better vocabulary and stronger powers of description; Roxxy is stunningly
gorgeous beyond words! She is the epitome of the tall, beautiful blonde East European. She
actually hails from Russia and has those fantastic features; the fine cheekbones, beautiful blue eyes
and a perfectly tilted nose. Her hair was quite short but very nicely styled and waved, and her
makeup was elegant and tasteful. Roxxy is a lady for those who appreciate the classic, shapely
figure of the 50?s movie siren; she has the most incredible big round boobs (enhanced, but very
nicely done) a fantastic, generous bottom and long, sexy, elegant legs. She is statuesque, and was
a little taller than me in her heels, and I?m six foot. Roxxy is not a young girl (she?s in her mid-
thirties), but she is all woman, and exudes that confidence and sexuality that younger women often
lack. She is as fresh and beautifully complexioned as a girl in her early twenties. In short, she is a
total stunner; a fantasy brought to life! (Her pictures really do not do her justice.)

The Story:

As always, I was looking for a fantasy role play, and Roxxy was only too happy to oblige. She was
to play the role of my bitchy boss who calls me into her office to sack me, only I turn the tables on
her by revealing to her that I have some somewhat candid photos of her taking advantage of the
new young receptionist. From that point on, Roxxy would be at my mercy and accept all my sordid
demands! Once we had arranged everything and done the business, it was off to the shower for a
freshen up.
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Roxxy was an absolute diamond. She had dressed just as I had asked in a tight white blouse which
could barely contain her big, juicy tits; a very short, tight black skirt and of course, black stockings
and high heels. Awesome! She acted her part very well; Roxxy speaks good English, but with quite
a strong Russian accent. She?s a little self conscious about this, but as far as I and, I?m sure,
millions of other men are concerned, a throaty Russian accent from a sexy lady like Roxxy is one of
the biggest turn ons going! Without going in to too much detail, I had the most exciting and fun
packed hour of sexual fantasy that I could possibly have dreamed of. I think Roxxy and I hit it off
quite quickly and she gauged that although I might (I proudly admit) be a total pervert when it
comes to sexy ladies like Roxxy, I?m basically an alright guy. Our sex was hot, torrid and
passionate, and Roxxy was generous enough to give me wicked OWO with lots of spit and throat,
some very wet and vigorous FK with lots of sexy tongue and some awesome titty fucking. I couldn?t
wait to return the favour, and going down between those heavenly stocking clad thighs to tend to
her orally was breathtaking! She was deliciously wet, but as fresh and pure as a teenage girl. I was
so hard and excited by now that I could no longer hold on, and it was frantically on with the rubber
for a bout of some hot and energetic fucking in a variety of exciting positions ? we put a wooden
chair to good use as well as the bed. Either Roxxy is an actress of incredible skill, or I brought her to
a couple of body raking orgasms, leaving her looking beautifully flushed. Being the perv that I am I
stopped every now and then to angle the full length mirror to get a good view of our action. It was in
front of this mirror that I eventually came to a juddering climax and unleashed my load onto those
awesome tits.
As always, what really completes a session is winding down with a nice chat afterwards, and it was
then that I fully realised what a cool and great person Roxxy really is. I felt so relaxed and
comfortable with her; she was amusing and intelligent company, but clearly has a very sound head
on her shoulders. Eventually, and reluctantly, I had to depart. I often leave a lady?s flat thinking it
will be the last time I see her, but in Roxxy?s case I have every intention of seeing her again,
hopefully with one of her friends, she?s that amazing!
I can?t recommend Roxxy highly enough; she?s an awesomely sexy lady, so easy to get along
with. If you are a clean, friendly, fun loving guy, I?m sure Roxxy will suss you out and give you the
mind blowing experience of your dreams. She certainly did to me. Very, very recommended!
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